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Abstract—Over the last two years, the COVID-19 pandemic
has affected hundreds of millions of people around the world.
As in many crises, people turn to social media platforms, like
Twitter, to communicate and share information. Twitter datasets
have been used over the years in many research studies to
extract valuable information. Therefore, several large COVID-
19 Twitter datasets have been released over the last two years.
However, none of these datasets contains only Portuguese Tweets,
despite the Portuguese Language being reported as one of the
top five languages used on Twitter. In this paper, we present
the first large-scale Portuguese COVID-19 Twitter dataset. The
dataset contains over 19 million Tweets spanning 2020 and 2021,
allowing the entire pandemic to be analyzed. We also conducted
a sentiment analysis on the dataset and correlated the various
spikes in Tweet count and sentiment scores to various news
articles and government announcements in Portugal and Brazil.

The dataset is available at: https://github.com/bioinformatics-
ua/Portuguese-Covid19-Dataset

Index Terms—COVID-19, Twitter, Dataset, Sentiment analysis
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I. INTRODUCTION

COVID-19 has been so far the most influential crisis sit-
uation of the 21st century. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), there have been more than 530 million
confirmed cases of COVID-19, including more than 6,3 mil-
lion deaths [1], with all governments having enforced home-
based quarantines and lockdowns to reduce the spread of the
infection. These lockdowns have been shown to lead to various
negative outcomes in youth, including social and psychological
costs [2]. It has also been shown that a high level of stress,

anxiety and depression amongst the general public occurred
as a result of the pandemic [3]–[5].

During major events and crises, people tend to use more
social media platforms to communicate, share information and
express their state of mind. It has been shown that news often
appears on social media before mainstream news reporters [6],
with the addition of people reacting quickly to these events.
Twitter1 is a very popular social media platform worldwide
and the primarily used platform to collect large amounts of
social media data for research purposes, due to its accessible
openly available Application Programming Interface (API).
Twitter datasets have shown to be useful to detect influenza
outbreaks [7], [8], help disaster management [9], for public
health surveillance [10], and to identify the flow of misin-
formation [11]. Furthermore, sentiment analysis on Twitter
datasets provides valuable insights into users’ responses to
specific events [12] which can be used to improve the public’s
perception of similar future events.

Over the last two years, several COVID-19 Twitter datasets
have been released [13]–[21]. Most of these datasets are
multilingual [13]–[15] or contain only English language
Tweets [16]–[18]. Only very few language-specific datasets
are non-English [19]–[21]. There are significant behavior
differences across Twitter users of different languages [22] and
therefore it is important to have non-English language-specific
COVID-19 Twitter datasets for research purpose. Due to the
Twitter API rate limitation, multilingual datasets will always
have fewer Tweets from a specific language than language-
dedicated collections.

Alshaabi et.al. [23] used 118 billion Tweets collected be-

1Twitter Social Media Platform: www.twitter.comIEEE/ACM ASONAM 2022, November 10-13, 2022
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tween 2009 and 2020 to explore the daily use of languages
on Twitter and reported the Portuguese language as one of the
top five dominant languages on Twitter. Despite the prevalence
of the Portuguese language on Twitter and therefore the
importance to have Portuguese COVID-19 Twitter datasets to
be used for research, only one Portuguese COVID-19 Twitter
dataset [19] has been released so far. This dataset contains
around 4 million Tweets collected over a 5-month period, in
the early stage of the pandemic, from January until May 2020.

In this paper, we present a large-scale Portuguese COVID-
19 Twitter dataset containing over 19 million tweets from the
years 2020 and 2021. The dataset includes Tweet IDs and
various summary statistics: daily aggregation of context anno-
tations, hashtags and the geo-PlaceID aggregated by country.
Additionally, we performed sentiment analysis on every Tweet
and include the sentiment score in the dataset.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II discusses the methodology used to collect the dataset,
including tools and software. Section III contains an in-
depth breakdown of the dataset with various exploratory items
investigated, including a breakdown of the peaks of the Tweet
counts in the dataset, and various news articles that appear
during the same time. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.

II. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the approach and various tools used
to collect the Tweets regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, as
well as the techniques used to perform sentiment analysis on
each Tweet.

A. Dataset collection

In order to collect the Tweets, the Python library Tweepy
was used [24]. The library offers a flexible and easy-to-use
interface in order to collect Tweets and dump them into a text
file. The library works with Twitter’s official API. A Twitter
academic research account was used in order to access the
Twitter Search API V2 2. This allows for a full archive search
of Tweets since the first Tweet in 2006, retrieving all Tweets
matching a query. Tweets were collected for the years 2020
and 2021, starting from January 1, 00:00 2020 and ending on
December 31 23:59 2021. The keywords used to collect the
Tweets can be seen in Table I. After collecting the Tweets
for the year 2020, the queries were changed to retrieve more
Tweets, however, due to Twitter API constraints we have
not finished collecting the missing Tweets for 2020, so the
expected Tweet count in the dataset for 2020 would be higher
with these extra keywords.

The data collected excluded all retweets as they contain the
same text and would add unnecessary data to the dataset. We
added various search terms to the query after the first year in
order to try and collect more data. All Tweets contain words
relevant to COVID, the pandemic, confinements, and were
tagged by Twitter as Portuguese. From the keywords used to
collect the Tweets of this dataset, the keywords #covid19pt,

2Twitter Search APIv2: https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-
api/tweets/search/introduction

Year Keywords

2020 covid OR covid19 OR #covid19pt

2021 covid OR covid19 OR #covid19pt OR #novo-
coronavirus OR coronavirus OR pandemic OR
pandemia OR confinamento OR desconfina-
mento OR (corona virus)

TABLE I: Query terms used to collect the dataset.

novocoronavirus, pandemia, confinamento, and desconfina-
mento were not used by any of the multilingual datasets [13]–
[15]. Therefore this dataset has different Portuguese Tweets
than the Portuguese Tweets retrieved by these multilingual
datasets.

Due to the large scale of the dataset ELK (Elasticsearch,
Logstash and Kibana) stack was used to store, process and
manage the data [25]. Using ELK allows the loading and
processing of data efficiently as well as easily generating
visualizations that summarize the data.

In order to perform sentiment analysis, and perform more
complex data manipulations we used python and the elastic-
search library in order to connect to and stream the data from
the ELK server.

B. Sentiment analysis

To perform sentiment analysis we used the model LeIA -
Lexicon for Adapted Inference [26]. LeIA is a Portuguese lexi-
con fork for VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary for sEntiment
Reasoning), which is used for sentiment analysis on social
media [27]. VADER is a lexicon-based sentiment analysis
tool, meaning that linguists have decided on a set of words
with sentiment values which will act as a dictionary, from
which the sentiments for documents are calculated. The main
advantage of using a lexicon-based sentiment analyzer is that
it is very fast and does not need to be trained. VADER is
designed for use on social media, as it accounts for various
internet slang-related acronyms, words and symbols. It uses
various heuristics in order to further influence the sentiment.
These heuristics include: punctuation - type and count, use
of capitalization, degree modifiers, such as adverbs, the use
of contrastive conjunctions, and the use of certain tri-grams.
LeIA further builds upon this model by providing a lexicon
that is based on Portuguese social media.

VADER outputs a dictionary of 4 values: positive, negative,
neutral and compound. Positive, negative and neutral refer to
the proportion of words in the text which are positive, negative
and neutral, respectively. The compound score is the heuristic-
adjusted cumulative score for the sentence. This score ranges
from -1 to 1, with -1 being a negative sentiment and 1 being a
positive sentiment. The dataset provides the positive, negative
and compound scores for each Tweet. Neutral is not provided
as it can be calculated with 1 − (pos + neg). In order to
determine if a Tweet is positive, negative or neutral, the same
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thresholds recommended by the original VADER authors are
used:

• negative: compound < −0.05
• neutral: −0.05 ≤ compound ≤ 0.05
• postive: compound > 0.05

III. DATASET

The dataset is organized by day and in compliance with
Twitter’s Terms of Service, we only publish the Tweet IDs,
sentiment scores and summary statistics. The dataset contains
19,306,166 tweets, coming from 2,988,098 different users.
In the year 2020, we collected 9,324,186 and in 2021 we
collected 9,981,980 Tweets. According to the entity tags
assigned by Twitter (tags based on what content is written
in the Tweet), around 1 million of the Tweets are tagged to
be about Brazil and around 100,000 are tagged to be about
Portugal, the rest of the Tweets do not have associated tags.
Just under 700,000 Tweets are associated with a Place ID (a
user-defined location assigned to their Tweet), most of which
are associated with locations in Brazil. There are only 43,697
Tweets tagged with geo-location coordinates.

In what concerns the users, the most active user in the
dataset corresponded to a Portuguese news agency, which
shared 30,944 Tweets, with an average of 43 Tweets per day.
The cumulative percentage of the number of Tweets for the
ten most active users is shown in Figure 1. In Table II, a
summary of the Top 10 user types can be seen, most of which
are news agencies. The accounts labeled ”Unknown deleted
account”, are accounts which do not exist anymore so we are
unable to properly classify them.
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Fig. 1: Cumulative percentage of tweet count for top 10 users.

Around half the users, 1,402,092 out of 2,988,098 (47%),
have only 1 Tweet, and 2,712,533 users (91%) have ≤ 10
Tweets which is shown in Figure 2. The users which have
≤ 10 Tweets make up for 90.78% (17,526,283) of the total
number of Tweets in the dataset.

The top trending hashtags that are not COVID related can be
seen in Table III. We can see that most of the top hashtags are
related to Brazil, either being related to the Brazilian president
Jair Bolsonaro (ForaBolsonaro, BolsonaroGenocida, ForaBol-
sonaroGenocida, BolsonaroTemRazao), news agencies (G1,
NDmais) or events such as Big Brother Brazil (BBB21). The
only hashtags not directly related to Brazil is “FiqueEmCasa”
- stay at home, a campaign by the Portuguese government to

User type Count of records
Portuguese News 30,944
Portuguese News 29,987
Portuguese News 26,395

Brazilian Bot 21,860
Portuguese News 21,510
Portuguese News 20,810

Unknown deleted account 19,524
Brazilian influencer 18,707

Brazilian Bot 16,102
Portuguese News 15,487
Portuguese News 15,393

TABLE II: Top 10 posting user types.
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Fig. 2: Ten most frequent number of tweet counts by cumu-
lative user percentage.

incentive people to confine, and Saúde, the Portuguese word
for health.

Top 10 hashtags not related to Covid Count of records
ForaBolsonaro 41,060

G1 19,344
BolsonaroGenocida 18,210

BBB21 14,262
ForaBolsonaroGenocida 14,212

NDmais 13,044
FiqueEmCasa 11,973

BrasilContraAFome 10,792
Saúde 8,542

BolsonaroTemRazao 8,000

TABLE III: Top 10 hashtags not related to Covid.

The top ten context annotations for the dataset can be
seen in Table IV. Context annotations are the people, places,
products, and organizations mentioned in the Tweet, which are
automatically tagged by Twitter. The most common context
annotation is COVID-19 followed by Jair Bolsonaro and some
general topics. We then see UOL being the 8th most common
context annotation. UOL is a Brazilian News source. There is
also a large following for South American football and finally
João Dória, the mayor of São Paulo, Brazil.

A line chart summarizing the statistics of the Tweet count
can be seen in Figure 3. The figure contains the total Tweet
count aggregated per week, as well as a Moving average of
the Total Tweets with a lag of 5. The 95% confidence interval
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Top 10 context annotation entities Count of records
COVID-19 18,537,431

Jair Bolsonaro 578,404
Services 240,967
Soccer 162,741

Entertainment 158,136
TV/Movies Related 138,233

South America - Soccer 124,727
UOL 119,726

João Dória 114,987
Drinks 95,941

CPG (Consumer Packaged Goods) 95,316
Other 109,558

TABLE IV: Top 10 Context annotation entities.

is generated from the moving average. Peaks are identified if
the value is outside the previous 95% confidence interval. This
approach is suggested by Brakel [28] for peak signal detection,
with lag = 5, threshold = 1.96, and influence = 1. Using
these parameters 12, separate peaks can be observed, which
we will analyze, in conjunction with the number of positive,
negative, and total tweets, as well as the number of COVID
cases and deaths for both Portuguese and Brazil. The data
regarding the number of cases and deaths were taken from
the WHO [29]. The plots containing the deaths and cases
use a percentage relative to the maximum value so that the
graphs can be comparable. Due to the nature of the data,
we investigated modeling the number of tweets with time
series models, however, there did not appear to be any visible
seasonal components and the models did not fit the data well.
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Fig. 3: Rolling weekly average of total tweets and peaks
detected by peak detector.

Inspecting the first half of 2020 in Figure 4, the initial peak
happened between 2020-03-16 and 2020-03-23. On 2020-03-
16, the first death due to COVID-19 appeared in Portugal,
and lockdown measures began taking place, namely restricting
travel to Spain. On 2020-03-18, Portugal declared their first
state of emergency. The next peak on 2020-05-11 could be

attributed to the government announcement on 2020-05-07,
where they announced that schools would resume presentially
on 2020-05-18. In this announcement, they also mention that
festivals and shows were banned until September 30. On 2020-
05-15 the Portuguese government announced an extension to
the state of calamity, with reduced restrictions in certain cases.
The last peak for the first half of 2020 can be seen on 2020-
06-07 the day after the Portuguese government defined a plan
to recuperate from social and economic losses. The state of
calamity in Portugal was further extended on 2020-06-12.
Analyzing the sentiment values for this time period it can be
seen that the number of positive tweets is relatively constant,
with fluctuations in the number of negative Tweets matching
those of the total Tweet counts. Generally, the number of
negative Tweet counts were almost double that of the number
of positive Tweet count. Looking into the statistics regarding
the number of cases and deaths, we see a large peak of deaths
around the first 2 weeks of April, and at the same time, we
see Brazil’s cases and deaths begin to increase, with a very
large amount of relative deaths by the end of June.
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Fig. 4: Count of negative, positive and total tweets per week
& Weekly new cases and deaths of PT and BR for the first
half of 2020.

Moving onto the second half of 2020, seen in Figure 5,
the first spike on 2020-07-06, is due to Jair Bolsonaro, the
president of Brazil, testing positive for COVID-19 on 2020-
07-07, verified by inspection of the data. Following this,
the next peak is 2020-09-21. The Portuguese government
extended the state of contingency on 2022-09-24, causing the
number of cases and deaths still in Portugal to slowly decrease
during October and November. There is then a large peak
between 2020-11-09 and 2020-11-23. During this time, the
Portuguese government issued a State of Emergency between
2020-11-09 and 2020-11-23. On 2020-11-08, the government
added more restrictions, including travel bans, a curfew and
the rapid testing of people in large spaces. The state of
calamity was extended on 2020-11-12, with shops opening
between 08:00 - 13:00 during weekends. On 2020-11-21,
the government announced the mandatory use of masks in
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workplaces and public roads, as well as further restrictions in
restaurants. The final peak occurs on 2020-12-28, which is to
be expected, as people are generally on holiday and will have
more time to use social media. The Portuguese government
also announced special restrictions for the holiday time on
2020-12-17, including the banning of movement on public
roads and limiting the operational time of restaurants. All these
restrictions did not manage to reduce the growing number of
cases in Portugal. The negative sentiments also further increase
during November. This could be due to either the rise in
Portuguese cases or Brazilian cases during that time period.
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Fig. 5: Count of negative, positive and total tweets per week
& Weekly new cases and deaths of PT and BR for the second
half of 2020

Looking at the first half of 2021, Figure 6, the first spike of
2021 occurred during 2021-01-11. This can be attributed to the
new daily maximum of cases and deaths caused by COVID
and new cases, in Brazil during this time. The Portuguese
government was heavily criticized, due to the alleviation of
measurements during the Christmas period which could cause
the high number of cases in Portugal. There was speculation
that the government might impose a lockdown as a result of
these high statistics. The peak on 2021-03-01 was difficult to
attribute to any major event. There was a record for the number
of deaths caused by the virus in Brazil, as well as very large
moving averages for the number of deaths caused by COVID.
Upon investigating the Twitter data during this time there
are Tweets that mention the death of loved ones, and people
grieving, as well as complaints about the Brazilian President.
The high number of negative Tweets further supports this.
This trend continues for the next two weeks where we see
the next spike on 2021-03-15, which is also attributed to the
rising number of deaths and cases in Brazil, with shortages of
vaccines, and the eventual replacement of the Brazilian health
minister on 2021-03-15. In Portugal, various alleviations to the
state of emergency were announced on 2021-03-11 including
the resuming of face-to-face schooling on 2021-03-15.

Moving onto the final part of our dataset, in the second half
of 2021, Figure 7, the first spike occurred during 2021-09-
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Fig. 6: Count of negative, positive and total tweets per week
& Weekly new cases and deaths of PT and BR for the first
half of 2021.

20, the same time we see a spike in the number of cases in
Portugal. On 2021-09-23, the Portuguese government declared
a situation of alert as of October 1, as well as the last
stage of deconfinement, with the opening of bars. The next
spike occurred on 2021-11-22. On 2021-11-25, the Portuguese
government announced a state of calamity as of 2021-12-01,
with teleworking between 2022-01-02 and 2022-01-09, as well
as the mandatory use of masks in closed places. The final
peak of the dataset occurred on 2021-12-20. As mentioned
previously, it is expected to have an increase in the number of
cases during the holiday times. Besides that, on 2021-12-22,
the Portuguese government announced the closure of bars and
nightclubs, as well as mandatory telework between 2021-12-
25 and 2022-01-09. In Brazil, there was a cyberattack on the
system whereby the states report their statistics for COVID.
The attack was on 2021-12-10 and was still affecting certain
states by 2021-12-20. This attack was preventing states from
reporting their cases.

In Figure 8, we can see the average compound sentiment
per week. Generally, we can see that the average sentiment is
always negative ranging from -0.09 to around -0.21, reflecting
the negative attitude to COVID-19 from the population as a
whole. We do see some fluctuations in the sentiment which
inversely correlate to that of the Tweet count. In general,
when there is a peak in Tweet count, the average sentiment
decreases. This is evident in the previous sentiment figures
where generally the number of positive Tweets stays relatively
constant with spikes in the number of negative Tweets. The
first time this occurs is around the date 2020-03-23 which is
during the time of the initial lockdown restrictions announced
in Portugal. This tells us that initially, the Portuguese popula-
tion had a negative attitude towards COVID-19. A relatively
positive peak can be seen on 2020-07-06 the same time period
when Jair Bolsonaro tested positive for COVID-19. We see a
surprisingly negative dip around New Year’s Eve 2021. This
could be related to the Portuguese government restrictions
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during this festive time. The next big dip can be seen on
2021-01-11 which corresponds roughly to the same time as
in Portugal the new restrictions being announced at the begin-
ning of January. This dip could also be attributed to people
beginning to work after the New year’s celebration. There is
a large dip around 2021-03-15, which could be attributed to
the suspension of the Astrazeneca vaccine. Finally, the last
major dip can be seen on 2021-05-03. As mentioned earlier
this could be related to the large number of deaths and cases
in Brazil during this time period.

Wordclouds were generated from the dataset for each sen-
timent category, as seen in Figure 9. These exclude covid,
covid19 and various Portuguese abbreviations. Generally, all
the wordclouds show the same most frequent words. This
is to be expected as the Tweets should speak about the
same topics, namely, vaccination, friend, people, and death.
Words associated with the positive wordcloud include God,
hospital, world and father. Words associated with the negative
wordcloud include governor, Bolsonaro, and virus. This tells
us that people had negative feelings toward the virus as well
as governors and the Brazilian president Jair Bolsonaro. In the
neutral wordcloud no word of interest appears.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a large-scale COVID-19 dataset, con-
taining 19 million Portuguese Tweets from the years 2020 and

(a) Positive

(b) Neutral

(c) Negative

Fig. 9: Wordclouds for different sentiment categories (covid
and covid19 are excluded).

2021. Sentiment analysis has been performed on every Tweet
and the scores were included in the dataset. Additionally, an
in-depth analysis of the dataset was performed, where peaks
of Tweet counts and sentiment scores could be correlated
with government announcements and relevant events related
to Covid-19 happening in Portugal and Brazil. This study
shows how language-specific Twitter datasets can be useful for
social analysis. This dataset can be used for further knowledge
extraction. It can be used, for example, to identify COVID-
19 symptoms or to gather insights on how restrictions affect
populations which can help governments to better manage
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crises in the future.
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